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Luware and Surfly's enter into a partnership.
Luware AG, the Zurich-based software company specializing in add-ons for Microsoft Skype for
Business, has entered into a worldwide partnership with Surfly an Amsterdam-based company,
which has developed an innovative solution for sharing web sessions online.

With this partnership, Luware's products are enhanced with Surfly's co-browsing capabilities.
Companies can augment their chats, video or voice calls over the web with Co-Browsing for an
effortless, all around customer experience –natively integrated with Microsoft Skype for Business.
Gaining a competitive edge is more important than ever – this new partnership lets agents focus on
delivering impeccable service, making the most of the context of a customer contact.
“We are excited to partner with Luware. Surfly’s and Luware's partnership has the potential to reshape
the industry. Our partnership will help drive growth for both companies, create a unique value for our
customers worldwide and deepen our customer relationships - while at the same time improving
agent and employee productivity.” - Nicholas Piël Founder and CEO of Surfly.
“Surfly gives Luware a competitive edge by enabling our clients to better understand their customers,
work more closely with them and thereby promote customer loyalty…” says Philipp Beck, CEO of
Luware AG. “…Our two companies - both innovative pioneers - complement each other perfectly and
we look forward to a successful cooperation.”

We are Luware – Swiss and Simple
Luware is a leading provider of customer service platforms based on Microsoft Unified
Communications.
Intelligent routing solutions that are deployed across all departments – from contact center right
through to help desk – are our core competency.
Our solutions include communications channels such as chat, voice, video, e-mail, social media, and cobrowsing, which can be enhanced with state-of-the-art technologies – including bots, artificial
intelligence, WebRTC – and can easily be combined with third-party applications, such as CRM, ERP,
and ticket systems.
Our products integrate natively with Skype for Business, can be used across all industries, are intuitive
to operate, and feature impressive Swiss quality.

The portfolio is rounded out by a set of additional functions for Skype for Business, including compliance
recording for all modalities, routing assistance systems with Boss/Secretary and BusyOnBusy features,
as well as operator switchboards, enabling organizations to deploy the Microsoft Unified
Communications solution as their sole communications platform.
Years of experience in analyzing processes in customer service, developing software, and managing
projects, plus close cooperation with Microsoft and partner companies, enable us to successfully
complete projects of all sizes and levels of complexity.

About Surfly
Surfly has developed a visual engagement tool for sharing web sessions online. With Surfly cobrowsing solution and video chat, support agents and advisors can remotely assist website visitors.
Unlike screen sharing, Surfly’s unique approach does not require you to download any software or
plugins, nor does it require any installation - making it simple, fast and safe. With our innovative
solution, companies can easily roll out and deploy co-browsing in their contact centers or on their
website in a matter of minutes. By adding Surfly’s turnkey service, advisors can move seamlessly
across different communication channels (Telephone, Whatsapp, Facebook, Phone or web chat) to a
collaborative web-session as they engage with their customers. Moreover, during a co-browse session
support agents and advisors can also share and view documents that reside on their local machine by
just dragging them into the browser window.
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